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KUPOLE is strong, durable and cool adjustable lighting pole system. The unique locking device 
made in casting provides the pressure and locking system for holding the Kupole in place.
● Deluxe aluminum casting handle incorporates a safety lock.
● It can be used in vertical or horizontal support of lighting or backdrop.
● 2 adjustable settings for a variable tension adjustment.
● Manufacturing in pole dia.45mm and 40mm and three overlapping size up to 370cm. 
● Both silver anodized and black powder coat finish available.

Loading limits
- Picture 1&2 are valid for using with rigid floor and ceilings, and with the rubber pad attached 
  on the rubber cover.
- Picture 3 is vaild for operating with rigid wall to wall, and with the rubber pad attached on the 
  rubber cover.

KP-X15P
KP-X15B
Weight: 0.53kg (1.2lbs)
Dia.: 40mm
Length: 1.5m (59.1” )

KP-X20P
KP-X20B
Weight: 0.7kg (15lbs)
Dia.: 40mm
Length: 2.0m (78.7” )

KP-L2137PD
Weight: 2.85KG (6.3lbs)
Extends from 210cm(83” ) 
to 370cm(145” )

KP-M1527PD
Weight: 2.45KG (5.4lbs)
Extends from 150cm(59” )
to 270cm(106” )

KP-S1017PD
Weight: 2.0KG (4.4lbs)
Extends form 100cm(39.4” )
to 170cm(67” )

KP-L2137BD
Weight: 2.85KG (6.3lbs)
Extends from 210cm(83” ) 
to 370cm(145” )

KP-M1527BD
Weight: 2.45KG (5.4lbs)
Extends from 150cm(59” )
to 270cm(106” )

KP-S1017BD
Weight: 2.0KG (4.4lbs)
Extends form 100cm(39.4” )
to 170cm(67” )

Safety lock Adjustable setting Spring cushion Horizontal for lighting

1. 2. 3.
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KP-SP05 Black Bottom 
                Rubber Cover

KP-SP04 Black Top 
                Rubber Cover

KP-SP03 White Bottom 
                Rubber Cover

KP-SP02 White Top 
                Rubber Cover

KD-B126P Kupole Base
The Kupole base is designed to convert Kupole to conventional stand whenever the ceiling
is higher than 12' (3.6M) or a free-standing background is needed. The center base accepts 
45mm diameter tubes. Leg diameter: 22mm with 49.6( 126cm) footprint. Just remove the bottom
rubber cover, silde on tripod base then replace the cover.

KP-SP01 White Rubber Pad

Rubber cover & Rubber pad of kupole

KD-R48P Kupole Disc Base 
Thsi is a sturdy 19'' ( 48.3 cm) diameter and weight 12KG round 
metal base for Kupole. Use them for a clean streamlined look and 
ideal for visual merchandizing or displays.

KD-T50P Kupole Adapter
weight: 0.55KG
Fits tube size from 48-51mm OD.
It connects the Kupole with the Truss

KD-C50P Kupole Suspended
Ceiling Adapter
Designed for connnecting Kupole
from a drop ceiling frame with the 
equipped adapter.

With Kupole

With Kupole
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Assembling Kupo background support accessories with Kuploes and Convi.
clamps can easily create your own background system for shooting without
any tool. It is very simple, reliable and flexible to meet you requirements of
paper roll background system in the studio or on location shooting.

KP-DS01 Background Paper Drive set
Kupo Background paper drive set is a pair of adapters that expand and lock securely inside the core 
of roll of seamless paper. One adapter has a plastic cog that accepts a plastic drive chain so that you 
can adjust the length of your background comfortably and a tension control so the background 
doesn’ t unroll by itself due to gravity. The flexibility of this adapter can fit to 46mm~78mm dia. 
tube size. ( The plastic chain and chain weight are included)

KP-KS02 Triple hooks
The same function as KP-KS01 but can
accept three paper drive sets to support 
three rolls of seamless paper. It can also 
be mounted on a wall with screws or 
bolted to a pair of Convi Clamps. 
(Set for two) 

KP-KS01 Single hooks
The hook set is designed for paper drive 
set holder which connects with a pair of 
Convi clamps, and a set of paper
drive set. (Set for two)

d to a pair of Convi Clamammmps. 
for two) 

KP-KS03B Plastic chain w/ 3.5M length ( Black)     
KP-KS03O Plastic chain w/ 3.5M length ( Orange)
Plastic Background Driving Set Chain is a replacement plastic chain with 3.5M ( 137’’ ) length for the 
background paper Drive Set. Different colors of chains are designed for easy color identification of different 
color paper rolls which are used on the Triple hooks. There are four colors included Black, White, Orange 
and Blue available.

KP-KS03B KP-KS03W KP-KS03O KP-KS03BL

KP-KS03W Plastic chain w/3.5M length ( White)
KP-KS03BL Plastic chain w/ 3.5M length ( Blue)
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KP-KS05 Background baby hook  
The hook is built by sturdy steel with anti-reflection black painting. This is designed to attach
background paper drive set on the hook and easily connect a 16mm (5/8” ) stud on the top 
riser of a light stand. The unique design of 28mm OD can be also inserted into 28mm receiver 
after removing the knobs for the universal top head. In addition to the background paper drive 
set, the V shape hook can also accept the pipe size from 19~25 mm as the axis for supporting 
the paper roll. 

KP-KS04 Chain weight
This is a replacement Chian Weight to keep the 
plastic chain straight toward the ground. ( Black) 

KP-X245P Aluminum tube
The Background Aluminum Tube is equipped with an aluminum solid core which allows you to assemble 
two sections of the tube quickly and securely with Allen key. The aluminum tube is designed for sliding 
into the seamless paper roll to connect between paper drive set and paper roll to prevent paper roll 
being bent because of gravity. The tube size is dia.50mm with 2.75M (9’ ) length.

in 16mm baby stud

in 28mm junior receiver

Tube in the paper roll

Chain weight with chain
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223K Background Paper Stand Set
Ideal for easy set up a background paper or any other background material with compact size kit.
The set is included a 3-section telescoping pole designed for support paper rolls up to 9' in width.
The pole length is adjustable from 112 cm (44'' ) to 298 cm (117.3'' ) for better storage and 
transportation. Also each end of the telescopic pole is equipped with a universal female tap which 
fits most standard light stands.  

Two Midi Pro aluminum stand are included for extending upto 250cm ( 98.4'' ). With 86cm ( 33.9'' ) 
closed length and 1.3 KG ( 2.87 lbs) weight, it is ideal for traveling with telescoping pole in the
carrying bag. Meanwhile, two spring Ali clamps are included to hold the background in place.

Loading weight: 10 KG (22 lbs)
Weight: 4.5 KG  (9.9 lbs)

The kit includeing:
3 Section Aluminum Telescopic Pole x 1 PC
Midi Pro aluminum Stand x 2 PCS ( 023)
Mini Spring Ali Clamp x 2 PCS ( KCP-350B)
Carrying Bag x 1 PC
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